
1) Shadow stance—Also known as Hasso-no-kamae, one of the traditional stances in 

Kendo.  

2) Middle stance with bokken aimed at eyebrows—This was another Kendo stance, 

one of the variations of the Chuudan-no-kamae. Chuudan-no-kamae is a basic 

stance rounded for both offense and defense, with the sword or bokken held about 

waist level, facing towards the opponents head. This specific variation was 

“Hoshime-no-kamae”, wherein the sword or bokken is held at the opponent‟s brow. 

This version of the Chuudan-no-kamae is used for opponents slightly taller than 

oneself. 

3) Thou—You‟ll probably notice Kan‟u and others switching to „thou‟ in their 

sentences. This decision was made with the medieval historical setting in mind. In 

those times, “you” was a more polite and respectful way to refer to one. A vassal or 

retainer like Kan‟u would refer to their lord with „you‟ as it was more respectful, 

even if they were on close terms. On the other hand, „thou‟ was a term of less 

respect and politeness. Common peasantry would use it to refer to each other as a 

term of closeness and familiarity, or a Lord may have used it for his vassals, but it 

certainly held no formality to it. So when someone as straight-laced as Kan‟u uses it, 

it is a form of disrespect. This is one reason why the distinction was held. Kan‟u 

does use a similar Japanese term to speak down to the enemies she has no respect 

for, or when purposely provoking them. 

4) Crescent Blade—This is actually a Guandao, but several translations of the Three 

Kingdoms have used Crescent Blade in the name of the weapon, therefore I chose to 

stick with the naming convention of Crescent Blade. 

5) Li —A Classical Chinese and unit of measurement approximately equal to one third 

of a mile.  

6) Ougi—A “secret art” or special skill unique to a specific fighting style often learned 

or developed over long and intense periods of training. 

7) “This body I received from my parents!”—This is actually the first part of a 

Japanese saying, “This body I received from my parents, therefore keeping it from 

harm is the first step towards filial piety.” This basically means that Kakouton‟s 

injury is a disgrace to her filial piety, and as a warrior, this disgrace must be paid for 

in the blood of her enemies. In that sense, it‟s also part of a way to encourage her 

troops: although she has suffered a terrible injury, it only serves to fuel her drive, to 

push her forward even more, as it should her troops. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hass%C5%8D-no-kamae
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guan_Dao
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_%28length%29


8) “Loot the burning building.”—Ganryou means this in the figurative sense of 

stealing the credit for overthrowing Hulao, but their armies most likely would have 

looted the fortress as well while they passed through. 

9) Hero/Scarlet—Chouun mistakes the Japanese pronunciation of hero, hīrō, for hīro, 

the Japanese word for scarlet. 

10) “So it is said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you can win a 

hundred battles, but……if you know neither yourself nor your enemy, you will not 

advance a single li.”—This line by Chouun is a direct reference to Sun Tzu‟s Art of 

War, with slight variation. Sun Tzu‟s actually lines have been translated as “So it is 

said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you can win a hundred 

battles without a single loss. If you only know yourself, but not your opponent, you 

may win or may lose. If you know neither yourself nor your enemy, you will always 

endanger yourself.” 

 

11) Sei and Shuri‟s game—They‟re playing Xiangqi (象棋) which is similar to Shogi or 

Chess, but not identical.  

 

12) Yum cha—A Chinese „drink tea‟ often served with dim sum. 

 

13) Ghost leg—A type of Chinese/Japanese lottery (known as Amidakuji in Japanese) 

involving ladders and legs as Sei suggests. 

 

14) Xiaolongbao—A type of steamed dumpling often served with dim sum. 

 

15) Doubanjiang—A type of hot, spicy sauce often used in Sichuan dishes. 

 

16) Fang Zhong Shu—Literally translates to “Art in the Bedchambers”. This doctrine is 

to Taoism what the Karma Sutra is to Hinduism. It is a series of sexual techniques 

to promote youth, longevity, happiness, and more all founded on Taoist principles.  

 

17) Xian Xi Ge Gen and Gui Qi Huang Jing—Essentially two different types of 

medicinal herbs. The western terms for them (Kudzu and Solomon‟s Seal, 

respectively) are more general and refer to a variety of the plants. 

 

18) Sniffer Cup—This teacup is used for the appreciation of a tea‟s aroma as part of the 

Chinese Gongfu Tea Ceremony. The details and goals of the ceremony differ vastly 

from that of Japanese Tea Ceremonies. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xiangqi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shogi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yum_cha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amidakuji
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xiaolongbao
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doubanjiang
http://www2.hu-berlin.de/sexology/GESUND/ARCHIV/SEN/CH23.HTM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gongfu_tea_ceremony


19) Sun Tzu—The quotes for Sun Tzu‟s Art of War in Sousou‟s later script use Lionel 

Gile‟s translation of the original work, available at many book stores in many 

editions or online at : http://www.sacred-texts.com/tao/aow/aow13.htm  

 

20) Laojiu—Literally, „old wine‟, this is a type of Chinese rice liquor fermented over a 

long period of time. Shaoxing wine is one famous brand of this. 

 

21) Absolutely contradictory self-identity—This is a philosophical idea developed by 

Nishida Kitaro which states that the dynamic tension of opposites does not resolve 

in a synthesis, but rather defines its proper subject by maintaining the tension 

between affirmation and negation as opposite poles. For those who are curious and 

want to read more, have fun: http://shinku.nichibun.ac.jp/jpub/pdf/jr/JN2003.pdf 

 

22) Mount Penglai—This is a legendary location in Chinese Mythology. The mountain 

is said to be located on an island, and it serves as the base for the Eight Immortals, 

or at least where they have their banquet. There is no pain and no winter on the 

island; rice bowls and wine glasses are ever full, and the magical fruit on the island 

is said to heal any disease, grant eternal youth, and even raise the dead. 

 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/tao/aow/aow13.htm
http://shinku.nichibun.ac.jp/jpub/pdf/jr/JN2003.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Penglai


23) Characters:    Armies: 

Japanese Chinese Japanese Chinese 

Kan’u Guan Yu Shoku Shu 

Chouhi Zhang Fei Gi Wei 

Ryuubi Liu Bei Go Wu 

Shokatsuryou Zhuge Liang   

Suikyou Shui Jing   

Kousonsan Gongsun Zan   

Chou’un Zhao Yun   

Sousou Cao Cao   

Enshou Yuan Shao   

Toutaku Dong Zhuo   

Bijiku Mi Zhu   

Bihou Mi Fang   

Kaku Jia Xu   

Chouryou Zhang Liao   

Kayuu Hua Xiong   

Kakouton Xiahou Dun   

Kakouen Xiahou Yuan   

Sonken Sun Quan   

Kannei Gan Ning   

Shuuyu Zhou Yu   

Ryofu Lu Bu   



Bachou Ma Chao   

Batou Ma Teng   

Rishuku Li Shu   

Koshin Hu Zhen   

Choushin Zhao Cen   

Kouchuu Huang Zhong   

Kanro Guan Lu   

Saji Zuo Ci   

Ukitsu Yu Ji   

Daikyou Da Qiao    

Shoukyou Xiao Qiao   

 

24) Attack names: 

Transliteration Translation 

Seiryuu Gekirin Jin Imperial Wrath of the Green Dragon 

Mouko Funsai Geki Pulverizing Blow of the Ferocious Tiger 

Kimon Tonkou no Jin Wondrous Gates Escaping Techniques Formation* 

Seiun Shinmyou Geki Nebulous Cloud Attack 

Hakugin Ranbu Silver Blade Dance 

Gyokuchou Hiken Arrows of The Divine Archer 

Bushin Gougeki (Kayuu’s) Fierce Attack of the God of War 

Tenjou Tenge Yuiga Musou 

(Ryofu’s) 

Peerless Throughout Heaven and Earth 



Kenkon Itteki (Bunshuu’s) All or Nothing Gamble 

Ouja no Daikoushin 

(Enshou’s) 

Great March of a Ruler 

Wa ga hata wo aogimi yo 

(Kakouton’s) 

Behold our proud flag! 

Wa ga mukuro ken wo 

tosazu (Kakouen’s)  

Your blade will never pierce my corpse. 

Souryuu Shinsoku Geki 

(Chouryou’s) 

Blue Dragon‟s Godspeed Attack 

Ichi ha Zen Zen ha Ichi 

(Ukitsu’s) 

One is All, All is One 

Kyuuyou no Koubu 

(Sonshoukou’s) 

Bow-Waist‟s Wild Dance** 

Inga Ouhou (Sonken’s) Retribution 

Keidan no Ichigeki 

(Kannei’s) 

Blow to the Neck 

Sekiheki no Daikaen Red Wall of Great Flames 

*This is actually a rough translation of the Chinese Term, Qi Men Dun Jia, a Taoist art of 

divination using astronomical observations, and complex algorithms involving the 

doctrines of yin and yang, the five Chinese elements, eight trigrams, the ten Heavenly 

Stems and 12 Earthly branches, as well as the 24 solar terms. A rotatable board was used to 

determine the outcome, shifting each section to correspond with the current state of affairs 

and the matter being concerned. In the Warring States era, it was used to foretell battles and 

help prepare strategies as a result. The translation used comes from the use of this term or 

art in a military context, and it has been translated differently in other contexts.  

**This comes from Sonshoukou being historically known as “The bow-waist beauty” 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qi_Men_Dun_Jia

